
Cursive Handwriting (Curly Letters) 
 

Group 1: Rocking Rolling Letters 

c – Starting tail up, rock back around and finishing tail out. 

 
a – Starting tail up, rock back around, straight up, straight back and finishing tail out. 

 

d – Starting tail up, rock back around, straight up tall and straight back down and finishing tail. 

 

o - Starting tail up, rock back all around, finish with a bendy bridge. 

 

q - Starting tail up, rock back around, straight up all the way down and finishing tail out. 

 

g - Starting tail up, rock back around, straight up, all the way down, loop around and finishing tail 

out. 

 

 

Group 2: Looping Letters 

e – Starting tail up, small loop back down finishing tail out. 

l - Starting tail up, loop back down finishing tail out. 
h - Starting tail up, loop back down, up over the hump and finishing tail out. 
k - Starting tail up, loop back down, straight up around, in and touch the ground and finishing tail 

out.` 
b - Starting tail up, loop back down, curve around and finish with a bendy bridge. 
f - Starting tail up, loop back down, under the ground, curve around and finishing tail out. 
 

 

 

s – Starting tail up, curve in like a wave. 

 

Group 3: Straight Letters 

 

t - Starting tail up tall, straight down, finishing tail out, line on top.  
i - Starting tail up, straight down, finishing tail out, dot on top. 
j - Starting tail up, straight down under the ground, curve around for finishing tail out, 

dot on top. 

r - Starting tail up, straight down, back up, over the little hump and finishing tail out. 

n - Starting tail up, straight down, back up, over the hump, down and finishing tail out. 

m - Starting tail up, straight down, back up, over the hump, back up, over the hump and 

finishing tail out. 

p - Starting tail up, straight down, under the ground, back up, curl all the way round. 



 

 

Group 3: Straight Letters (continued) 

 

u - Starting tail up, straight down, curve around up, back down    and finishing tail out. 

v - Starting tail up, straight down, back up and finish with a bendy bridge. 

w - Starting tail up, straight down, curve around, back up, straight down, curve around 

and finish with a bendy bridge. 

 

 

 

y - Starting tail up, straight down, curve around, straight down, loop around and 

finishing tail out. 

 

Group 4: 

 

x - Starting tail up, curve in like a wave, lift up curve around and finishing tail out.  

z - Starting tail up, curve back down, loop around and finishing tail out. 

 

 


